Owing to the existence of a dilatation generator of eigenvalues ±2, ± 1, 0 the symplectic Lie algebra is considered as a |2|-graded Lie algebra. The corresponding decomposition of the symplectic group Sp(2(/i + 1), R) makes the semidirect product (denoted L°) of the (2n + l)-dimensional Weyl group by the conformai symplectic group CSp(2/i, R) appear as a privileged subgroup and permits one to construct a. 2n + 1-dimensional homogeneous space possessing a natural contact form. Then Sp(2(n + 1), Revalued Cartan connections on a L°-principal fibre bundle over a 2/i + 1-dimensional manifold B2n + i are constructed and called symplectic Cartan connections. The conditions for obtaining a unique symplectic Cartan connection are given. The existence of this unique Cartan connection is used to define the notion of contact structure over H^ + i and it is shown that any ¿"-structure of degree 2 over B2n +, can be considered as a contact structure on it. Moreover it is shown that a contact structure can be associated in a canonical way to any contact manifold.
Introduction. In a series of classical papers [2] E. Cartan constructed various spaces with infinitesimal connections, in fact differentiable manifolds whose tangent space attached to each point is a homogeneous space G/H, with a possibility of connecting tangent spaces at different neighbouring points. Examples studied were spaces with affine, projective and conformai connections whose tangent spaces are, respectively, isomorphic to E(n)/SO(n) (E(n) being the Euclidean group) PGL(/z + 1, R)/(R" © (SL(/i, R) X R)) (PGL(/i, R) being the projective linear group) and G(« + 1, 1)/(R" © (O(h) X R+)). In the language of fibre bundles, connections arising in this way have been called Cartan connections [3] and a precise description of the spaces constructed in [2] has been given in [4] by using frames of the second order to introduce the notion of Cartan structure. Then a Cartan structure P appears as an //-structure of degree 2 over a manifold B (with dim B = dim G/H) equipped with a uniquely defined torsion-free Cartan connection.
There are many works concerning the situation where G is semisimple, its Lie algebra g is a semisimple |l|-graded Lie algebra, i.e. it can be written as g = g_( + g0 + g" and g_, + g0 is the Lie algebra of H (see the references quoted in [7] ).
Among the established results we want to point out the following:
(1) H is a semidirect product Gx © G0 where G0 is the normalizer of g0 in H and G, is Abelian with Lie algebra g_,.
(2) G0 is the linear isotropy group of the homogeneous space G/ H. (3) G -* GIH can be naturally considered as an //-structure of degree 2.
(4) Any given torsion-free G0-connection on a G0-structure (of degree 1) determines an associated //-structure of degree 2 and there is a notion of //-equivalence between such G0-connections.
(5) The Lie group Aut(P, to) of automorphisms of the geometric structure (P, to) attains its maximum dimension if and only if the 2-form (curvature and torsion) of co vanishes identically.
Finally all the |l|-graded semisimple Lie algebras have been classified. Note that both classical geometries, the projective and the conformai ones, fall into this scheme, and that the conformai equivalence classes of Riemannian metrics on B are in a natural one-to-one correspondence with conformai structures.
The purpose of this paper is to present an example of a Cartan structure which does not belong to the above described scheme since it deals with a |2|-graded Lie algebra g = g_2+8-i+go+8i + 82-G!is the symplectic group Sp(2(n + 1), R)
and H now appears as a one-dimensional central extension L° of the linear isotropy group.
Again it is possible to consider ¿"-structures of degree 2 with symplectic valued Cartan connections. Then it is shown that the Lie group of automorphisms of this geometric structure can attain its maximum dimension with a nonzero particular component of the two-form of the connection.
The basis manifold is odd dimensional for dim G/H = 2« + 1, and an £°-structure of degree 2 endowed with a uniquely defined symplectic torsionless Cartan connection is called a contact structure because it can be shown that, over a contact manifold, an L°-structure of degree 2 can be associated in a canonical way.
For convenience let us recall the definition of a contact manifold [5] . Let C be a differentiable manifold of odd dimension 2n + 1. If there is defined on C an open covering {%,} together with a system of one-forms a = {a,} such that a, A ida.)" 0 everywhere on %j, and possessing a suitable adjusting property on %y n %,-, then (C, a) is said to be a contact manifold with a as contact form. i^lj, af) and (%, a¡) are said to be equivalent if a, = tp^.a. on %y n %,-, where <p¡j is some nonvanishing function on %, n % • A transformation / of C is called a contact transformation if (f~x<3asj,f*a.f) and (%,, af) are equivalent.
Following the approach of [4] and references therein, this paper is organized as follows:
§ 1 deals with a symmetric decomposition of the symplectic group which leads to the wanted graded decomposition of the symplectic Lie algebra and to a homogeneous space possessing a natural contact form.
Cartan connections are defined in §2. Symplectic Cartan connections are studied as the properties of their automorphism group. Additional properties to obtain a unique symplectic Cartan connection are also exhibited.
In §3 we recall the notion of Cartan structure, and contact Cartan structures over odd-dimensional manifolds are defined. Then contact structures associated with contact manifolds are studied.
Note that the particular Cartan connections here studied are called symplectic Cartan connections (their one-forms are sp(2(n + 1), Revalued) and not contact connections. This denomination is justified by the fact that it is also possible to construct over a contact manifold another type of second order structure endowed with an so(p + 2, q + 2)-valued connection and whose linear isotropy group is a subgroup of the previous one. This is another example of a geometrical structure corresponding to a |2|-graded semisimple Lie algebra.
This paper is an enlarged version of a previous one and we would like to thank the referee for his valuable comments.
1. A homogeneous space with a natural contact form related to a symmetric decomposition of the symplectic group.
1.1 Let us consider the symplectic group Sp(2(n + 1), R) realized as the set L of matrices m E Gl(2(« + 1), R) satisfying ml' 'm = J', where /' is a skew symmetric matrix such that J'2 = -1, ■2(/»+l) " We need a particular decomposition of L obtained by setting
where J is also a skew symmetric matrix such that J2 = -12", and by introducing the set Le = {hkh*} where W. Le is an open neighbourhood of the identity and is dense into L. We shall take (tJ, v0, /, r, u, u0) as a coordinate system in Le. Let us note that:
(i) AT is a subgroup isomorphic to Sp(2«, R) © R = CSp(2n, R), the so-called conformai symplectic group;
(ii) both Wn and W* are coverings R2" X R of the Weyl-Heisenberg group R2" X S '; they are conjugated for instance via the linear involutive inner automorphism J'hiv, v0)J'~x = A*(-'v, -v0). Their group law is given by (u, v0) 
(iii) the sets {hk} and {kh*} define two semidirect products isomorphic to the semidirect product of CSp(2n, R) acting on the covering of the Weyl-Heisenberg group.
Then let L° be the set {kh*} parametrized by (0, 0, /, r, u, u0). L° is dense into the semidirect product W* © CSp(2«, R) and its multiplication law is given by (Ö, 0, /, r, u, «0)(5, 0, /', r', «', u'0) = (Ö, 0, //', rr', u' + r'ul', u'0 + r'2u0 + {r'ul'J'i/).
1.2 The Maurer-Cartan form on the symplectic group and the symplectic Lie algebra. For any m E Le such that m~x exists, let us consider the differential 1 -form to = m ~x dm which satisfies the structure equation of Maurer-Cartan, du = -co A w-By differentiating the relation mJ' 'm = J' one gets co/' + J' 'to = 0, so that co can be written as (ii) vv°' is written as a row 1 X 2n matrix w® = {wf},j E [1, 2ri\, its transpose being the column 'w0'; (iii) w is a 2« X 2« matrix which can be written in block form as (Î -V) -(-l oí S and T are symmetric matrices: 5 = {wjiH} = '5 and T = {wf+n} = '£;
R is any n X n matrix {Wjk},j, k E[l, n]. By setting wf = wf -ofyv^,, and with the agreements w°+n = -wf_n and iv¿,+'' = -w¿r" for i E[n + 1, 2/i], the Maurer-Cartan structure equations are explicitly written as follows: dw% = -2w0 A ">% -2 wo+n A wL; dwf = wf A »5 + <" A wf+n c/wg: = w0° a < -2 < a <; (5) one verifies that this basis shows the existence of a symmetric decomposition of sp(2(n + 1), R) which, as a vector space, is given by [1] sp(2(/i + 1), R) -h, + csp(2«, R) + h*:
(i) hn generated by the set [E®, p E [0, 1, . . . , 2/i]} (respectively, h* generated by {£$, p E [0, 1, . . . , 2«]}) is the (2n + l)-dimensional Heisenberg algebra, the Lie algebra of Wn ( W* resp.),
(ii) csp(2«, R) = {Z G gl(2n, R)|Z/ + J'Z = -2XJ, ÀER) is the conformai symplectic algebra which can be written as the direct sum sp(2n, R) © R; the symplectic algebra sp(2«, R) (A = 0) is generated by {EKj, k E [1, 2n]} and R by £°' founder the action of the dilation generated by E®, the Lie algebra sp(2(« + 1), R) splits into eigensubspaces g<r) such that [E*,a™] = 'e(r), r = 0, ±1, ±2; (8) hence the decomposition (7) can be refined and the Lie algebra sp(2(n + 1), R) becomes a |2|-graded semisimple Lie algebra sp(2(« + 1), R) = 2 8(r)
r<-2 with [g(r), g(r)] E Q^r+r'\ g(r) =0 if r > 2 or r <-2. Then hn = g(2) + g(1), csp(2«, R) = g<0>, h*n = g*"1» + g'"2».
According to the decomposition (7), any element 3 of sp(2(/z + 1), R) can split as follows:
(i) as a vector space hn = R2" + R and the restriction i\h of a to hn is identified with the couple (Z, Z0) where Z is a column 2m X 1 matrix and Z0 is proportional to £° ; then j|v consists of the couple (Z, Z°) where Z is a row 1 X 2/i matrix and Z° is proportional to £<£; (n) ilsp{2n,R) 's written as the 2« X 2« symplectic matrix Z and we set Zv = A£¿?; then î|csp(2n,R) is written as the matrix 2. = Z -Al2".
Under these identifications the set of structure equations (5) is equivalent to the following set of commutation relations:
[(z, z0), (z, z0)] = (-Zc/'z, 0) + (z° 'zy, o) + z ®z
[(Z, Z°), Z] = iZZ, -2Z%); (100 (lOf) corresponds to the semidirect sum /i* □ csp(2«, R) denoted by Io which is the Lie algebra of L°.
From (7) it is clear that Io has a vector space complement in I which is the Lie algebra hn and (10c) shows that hn is not invariant under the adjoint action of Io so that the decomposition I = Io + hn is not reductive. of L° on the tangent space of Le/L° at the origin 0. T0iLe/ L°) = 1/1° = hn from the decomposition of I; then the linear isotropy representation is defined by p( g)X = Ad( g)X (mod Io) for g E L° and X E hn and represents L° as a subgroup of GL(2/j + 1, R). This representation is not faithful and possesses a one-dimensional kernel isomorphic to R, the Lie algebra of which is g(_2). This is due to the fact that Wn © CSp(2«, R) is a one-dimensional central extension of the inhomogeneous symplectic group ICSp(2n, R) = R2" © CSp(2«, R), i.e. the semidirect product of R2" by CSp(2«, R), corresponding to a chosen section k: one has the following exact sequence:
If ß is the 2-cocycle of the R-valued ICSp(2«, R) cohomology which defines the central extension, then k is an injective homomorphism, such that p ° k = iq,icsih2/i,r)' related to ß as follows:
So p is faithful on the image of k only, and ICSp(2n, R) is called the linear isotropy group of the homogeneous space Le/L°. Now we want to show that there exists a natural contact structure on Le/L° (see the introduction for the definition of a contact manifold). According to the decomposition of the symplectic algebra I = Io + hn, let us consider the corresponding decomposition of the Maurer-Cartan form written as co = Wjo + co^, where coto = {w°, w0', w, w®} and co^ = {vv°,, wl7}. From (6) one verifies that «¡o is the I°-component of co and co^ its «"-component. Both of these forms are defined on L but let us notice that the restriction of coto to L° is the Maurer-Cartan form on L°, and that the restriction of co* to Wn is the Maurer-Cartan form on Wn. Now we look for the forms which can be defined on Le/ L°. It is well known that Tx*g]iLe/L°) « {co G T*iLe)\U(TgiL°g)) = O} Vg G Le, where L°g denotes the left action of L° on Le.
It is easy to see that the forms which define a horizontal subspace on Le satisfy this condition and therefore provide a basis for 7^(Le/L°). Among them, by using (5b), one can verify that the restriction a0 to Le/ L° of w0. is a contact form, i.e. it satisfies a° A ida0)" ¥= 0 everywhere on Le/L°. So the space Le/L° is endowed with a contact structure. With the above given identification a0 is given by
2. Symplectic Cartan connections. 2.1 Cartan connection notion. Let P(5, H, tr) he a principal fibre bundle over a manifold B with structure group H and projection it. Let us suppose that H is a connected subgroup of a Lie group G and that dim B = dim G/ H. The group H acts on the left on G by («, g) (-> hg, h E H, g E G. Hence one can introduce the extension PG of P, i.e. the associated fibre bundle PG = P XH G. Moreover let G act on the right on PG as follows: Rgiu ■ g) = u ■ igg') for u G P, g and g' G G; therefore PG is a principal fibre bundle over B with structure group G and the mapping u i-» (m • e), e being the identity of G, defines an embedding of P into PG. Definition 1. A connection T in Pc is said to be a Cartan connection for P with respect to G if HUb n 7^(P) = {0}, where ub belongs to Pb, the fibre of P over b E B, Tu (P) is the tangent space to P at ub, and //^ is the horizontal subspace of TUbiPG) with respect to T.
Let co now denote the restriction to P of the connection form of T; then co is a differential 1-form on P with value in the Lie algebra g of G, the so-called Cartan connection form of P. At any point u of P, co" defines a linear isomorphism of TuiP) into g.
Conversely let co be a differential 1-form on P with value into g satisfying the following properties: PL <M.X*) = X for every X belonging to i) the Lie algebra of H iX* denoting the fundamental vector field corresponding to X [6]), P2. Rfiw)iRhiX)) = ad(« "')«(*), £A* denoting the action on 1-forms of h E H and Rh the right action on P, while ad denotes the adjoint representation of H on g, P3. u>iX) ¥= 0 for every nonzero vector X on P; Then co can be uniquely extended to a usual connection form on PG and the set of properties P1-P3 can be taken as the definition of a Cartan connection on P.
The main interest for introducing the notion of Cartan connection lies in the fact that if there exists a Cartan connection for P, then P is parallelizable; in other words P admits a 1-structure or its tangent bundle £(P) is trivializable [7] .
It is also interesting to recall that the same property can be obtained by introducing the soldering notion as follows [3] . As a subgroup of G, H acts on the right on PG, and the orbit manifold P = H \ PG can be canonically identified with the associated fibre bundle P = P XH G/H corresponding to the action on the left of H on G/H. Let B be the canonical section B = a(Ä) where o: w(w) h» u • e' ie' being the canonical image in G/H of the identity e of G). Let us consider F(fi), the vector bundle induced over B by F(P), the vertical subbundle of £(P); F(£) is isomorphic to the associated vector bundle P X H g/b. B and P are said to be soldered if F(5) and £(5) are isomorphic. If such a soldering exists then £(5) is isomorphic to F(£). For any Xb E TbiB) let vbiXb) E F(P) be the vertical component of oiXb) belonging to £CT<fc)(P); then, if there exists a Cartan connection T for P, vb defines a bijective mapping between £fc(fi) and Va(bxiB) and v is a soldering for B and P canonically associated to the Cartan connection T.
Definition 2. The 2-form ti associated to a Cartan connection T is given by the restriction to P of the structure equation for T considered as a usual connection on
ti is a g-valued 2-form on P. Since P is parallelizable, the algebra of differentiable 1-forms on P is generated by co and functions on P. Therefore if the components of co with respect to a basis of g are denoted by wp, ti can be written as
z p,q where each K is a g-valued function on P. Let us also mention the following result concerning the automorphisms of a Cartan connection for P which is also due to the property that P is parallelizable [8] : the automorphisms of P which preserve the 1-form co generate a Lie group Aut(P, co), the dimension of which is at most equal to the dimension of P (dim P = dim G).
2.2 Symplectic Cartan connection. Now we want to explicitly study the properties of Cartan connections in the situation where the basis B is a (2n + l)-dimensional manifold, G is the Lie group Sp(2(n + 1), R) and H is the semidirect product W* © (Sp(2n, R) ® R), so G and H will now be denoted by Le and L° as in §1.1.
Corresponding to the basis of the Lie algebra sp(2(« + 1), R) given in (7), let us introduce the following decomposition of the Cartan connection form co: « = 2 HE? + { 2 w/£> 4-w«E« + 2 </<£,
with the following conditions:
Properties P1-P3 of a Cartan connection explicitly become Proposition 1. Let co be a symplectic Cartan connection form whose components with respect to the basis (7) of the symplectic Lie algebra are defined in (15a, b); then P' 1. For any vector field x = \ 2 xfsi + X«E« + 2 xô n L° we have
which shows that, restricted to each fibre of P, {wk, w%, w®} is the Maurer-Cartan form on L°. Moreover,
P'2. The subspaces {w0,} E K) C ({<, w£},{<, wf}) E {<, w%, wk} c « w%, wf, wf)
are stable under the action of L°; this can be seen from
KiH) = r-U~lwv-r~2J W°, (16b)
***(>") = rxwl + r-xirxw(y®u+J'u® 'waJl)
R*iw°) = ™°'1 -ulSvi + uw% -¥r~xiuQ'wxyJl -«(«/"'iv",,.)) -r'^ouw0.,
**•«) = r2wo -2ru_rxJ 'w0, -urxwU •u +2u0w%
P'3. VuiP), the vector subspace of TU(P) defined by the 2n + 1 equations w^Xu) = 0, is the subspace of vertical tangent vectors to P at u E P.
Besides, as a consequence of the above properties, any other set {w°} which, together with the set s = {h>¿!, w°, Wj }, gives rise to another Cartan connection, is given by
where the coefficients {A^} are a set of (2n + I)2 C°° functions on P. 
where all the sums have to be performed over / G [1, 2n] and with the same conventions as the ones taken for the Maurer-Cartan form in §1.2. According to the terminology introduced in [4] for the projective and conformai cases, {fi#} is called the torsion form and {fi*, fig:, ti°} the curvature form of the Cartan connection T.
Owing to the property P'.l we deduce from the relations (18) that fi is horizontal, more specifically relations (14) can be written uniquely in terms of {*$} and we can set In the projective and conformai cases it is known that the 2-form fi of the Cartan connection vanishes identically if the group Aut(£, co) has the maximal dimension, i.e. dim Aut(P, co) = dim P [9] . In the symplectic case this property is no longer valid because of the existence of the dilatation generated by E®.
Let us set s = exp(X£<$T) belonging to L° and fix a point u of P. Then if dim P = dim Aut(P, co), and due to the fact that P is parallelizable [8] , [9] , there exists (¡pA G Aut(P, co) such that <pxiu) = Rsiu)-Since ad(£¿?) coincides with the multiplication by r on g(r), by (8), ad(s) is the multiplication by ev on g(r). Hence £;(fi(,)) = ad(i-')fi(r) = e-vfi(r),
R*(w(r)) = ad(i~ V(r) = e"vw(r).
But from (19) and (22) 
On the other hand tpx leaves w(r) and fi<r> invariant, so it leaves A"(r) invariant. Then by using (24a) one can show that K%\u) = tf(/#>X«) = QPiiPxi«)) = KJPiRs{u)) = /?;(/#>)(«) = e-^2»K}?iu).
In the same way, by using (24b), one gets K%\u) = e^^»K}¿>iu).
Hence (i) (25a) implies that K^\u) = 0 for any r E [-1, 2] andy, k E [1, 2ri\; (ii) (25b) implies that Kjg\u) = 0 for any r E [-2, 2] andy G [1, 2n] and, since u is an arbitrary point of P, it has been proved that Proposition 2. Let co be the I-form of a symplectic Cartan connection and fi the corresponding 2-form. If dim Aut(P, co) = dim P, the components C¡(-iU0),(i),(2) Qj q vanish identically, the component fi( 2) only can differ from zero and can be written 1 2" àg-=T 2 tfrVr/Aw*. L j,k = \ 2.5 Existence of a uniquely defined symplectic Cartan connection. Being given a set í = {h>¿;; w°'; wf} of 2n2 + 3n + 2 differential 1-forms whose values in each point are linearly independent and which satisfy the properties PT-P'3 of Proposition 1, there exists at least one set {w°} of 2n + 1 independent 1-forms such that (15a), (15b) define a Cartan connection form for P. This set {w®} can be locally constructed as follows [13]: fixing a cross-section o: B -> P let us set w?iT) = 0 for every vector T tangent to a(5). If Z is an arbitrary tangent vector to P, it can be uniquely written as Z = RhiT) + Y where h E L°, YE ViP) being the representative element of a unique fundamental vector field Y* on P with Y E g(~2) + g<_1) + g(0). By using PT, P'2, which in particular show that the set j is invariant under the right action of L°, the wanted set {w®} is then obtained by setting
Remark. A set s being given, the fi(_2) component of the torsion form is fully determined; this is evident from (18a).
Now we want to show that s being given, there exists a set {w°} which completes s to give rise to a Cartan connection T uniquely defined owing to the following suitable constraints imposed on the curvature form 
We have seen that the sets of 1-forms {w®} and {w°} which distinguish two Cartan connection forms co and cö built from the same set s are related by (17). Let fi and fi be the corresponding 2-forms. fi* and fi* can be written on one hand from their definition (18c) by taking (17) into account and with the following If the coefficients K and K both satisfy (27) one can show that all the AJfl and A0J are zero, but Aoe cannot be determined by this way. Hence wj = wf, but as we cannot conclude in what concerns w® and w%, at first sight it seems that (27) is not sufficient to lead to a unique Cartan connection. However this is not true and unicity and existence can be simultaneously proved as follows. Let T he any given Cartan connection, the 1-form co of which contains the set s, i.e. co = [s, w°). Let us consider another Cartan connection T constructed from T as follows: its 1-form co is given by co = [s, w®}, where w® and w® are related by (17) in such a way that the coefficients K satisfy (27), i.e. the coefficients Aj and A0J are linked to the K's by means of (28a), (28b) in which conditions (27) are imposed on the K's. Explicitly one gets Ajk = (2«) " ' 2 ^a -(4*2)" ' 2 Xljk */ * k ± n, (29a)
o, = 2 KJuo -n ~ ' 2 X'uo (ah the sums being over / G [ 1, 2n}) . (29d) Aqq remaining undetermined, we are led to study the relationship between two Cartan connections T, and T2 differing only by the coefficients A00<1 and Am^ of w0. into the component h>(2), i.e. such that w°x -w°2 = iA00X -Aq^w0.. 
In (34) the 2-form between brackets does not contain w°, in factor so that one gets Aqq , = Aoe2 and again w°x = w®2 = w®.
Hence it has been proved that Similarly one can introduce the natural coordinates {ar, arp} and {sp} in PX(B) and G'(>>), respectively, so that the homomorphisms P\B)-> PX(B) and G2(y)-» G'W are given by {«T, apT, a¿} -* {aT, apT} and {ipT, j¿} -» {5pT}, respectively. Pr(R") (r > 1) does not have a natural group structure but P'(R') is isomorphic to the affine group A(v, R), semidirect product of R" and GUV, R). Let us denote by e the 1-jet at 0 of the identity transformation of R" which corresponds to the identity in A(v, R) under this isomorphism. Then the tangent space TeiPx(R")) at e is isomorphic to the Lie algebra of the affine group o(v, R) = R*DflI(,'> R)-Following [4] it is possible to introduce a canonical differential form 9 on P\B) which takes its values in TeiPxiR")), i.e. is an a(i», Revalued 1-form. PxiB) being locally homeomorphic to P'(R"), {£T' = (3/9aT)e, E,P. = (3/8ap)e} defines a basis for aiv, R). Then locally 9 can be written as 
and locally from (41) and (42b), (42c) one gets
where Z is the matrix (S^Lo txsoPtv^J')' 'a denoting the elements of the inverse of the v X v matrix s = (í¿). The canonical form on P2(fi) possesses the following important property:
x-o By using the above recollected notions a modern and precise description of the spaces constructed by Cartan [2] has been given in [4] ; such spaces can be called Cartan structures and can be defined as follows: Definition 3. Let Sbea »--dimensional differentiable manifold and P\B) the bundle of 2-frames over B with structure group G\v). A G/H Cartan structure on B is an //-structure of degree 2 on £ with a connection T which is the unique Cartan connection with respect to G d H (dim G/ H = v) constructed by supplementing as in Proposition 3 of §2.5 a set s of independent differential 1-forms expressed in terms of the restriction to P of the canonical form 9 on P2(£).
Two well-known examples of G/ H Cartan structures are the projective structure with G = PGL(»< + 1, R), H = R" © (SL^, R) 9 R), dim B = v and the conformai structure with G = Oiv + 1, 1), H = R" © CO(i>), dim B = v. In both cases H is a semidirect product, of which the invariant subgroup R" is the kernel of the linear isotropy representation. Consequently R" appears as a subgroup of Nii>). 3 .2 Contact structure on a (2n + I)-dimensional manifold. Definition 4. Let Le and L° he as in §1.
1. An Le/ L° Cartan structure over a (2« + l)-dimensional manifold B will be called a contact structure on B.
As a first step we have to show that L° « Wn © CSp(2/i, R) can be realized as a subgroup of G2(2n + 1). Let us consider the restriction to an element m E L° of the linear fractional transformation of R2" + 1, (z, z0) y-* fm(z, z0) = (£, f0), which is obtained by setting ¿5 = 0, u0 = 0 into (11). Then the coefficients of the unique polynomial representation of j2(fm) G Jq(R2" + x, R2n+1)0 are given by s°=r2,
It is easy to verify that, with the above expressions of [sp, s^}, the group law of L°g iven in (3) is recovered by using (40). Hence one has Proposition 4. For each element m E L° given by (0, 0, /, r, u, u0) in terms of the coordinate system chosen for Le, let fm be the linear fractional transformation ofR2n+x
given by £ = r(l + uz + UqZ0) i¡J 'uz0 + Iz), z0 = r2(l + uz + UqZq) z0.
Then the mapping m -*f2(fm) defines a faithful representation of L° into G2(2n + 1) which can be described by the following diagram :
(This is evident from the explicit expressions of the coordinates of the image of m into G2(2/t + 1) given by (46) .)
The lower exact sequence which makes L° appear as a one-parameter central extension of the inhomogeneous conformai symplectic group ICSp(2«, R) has already been described in §1.3. Let Lx denote the linear isotropy group ICSp(2«, R); then Lx embedded into G'(2n + 1) can be considered as the subgroup of G2(2n + 1) consisting of elements isp, 0), t, p G [0, 2n], and the section k which defines the central extension (cf. §1.3) is explicitly given by i*;, o) ^ is;, sp.
If P denotes an £°-structure of degree 2 on a (2/i + l)-dimensional manifold B, then P/kerip) is a subbundle Q of P'(£) with Lx c Gx(2n + 1) as structure group. (Note that ker(/?) « R from the very definition of the exact sequence written in §1.3.) Conversely let Q he an £'-structure of degree 1 and k an injective homomorphism from £' ss ICSp(2«, R) into L° sk Wn © CSp(2/i, R). Lx acts on the left on £° as follows: (a, m) h» kia)m, a G £', /n G L°. So we can introduce the associated fibre bundle iQ X £°)/£1 = (2*., which is a principal fibre bundle, the k-extension of £?, with respect to the right action of £° over Qk given by Hq' m), m') H» q' imm'), q E Q, m, m! G £°, q' m denoting the class of iq, m) into Qk. If k is chosen as above then thê -extension of Q will be an £°-structure of degree 2. Accordingly there is a natural mapping between the bundles P2(B)/LX and P2(B)/L° associated to Q and P respectively.
In the second step, being given an £°-structure P of degree 2 on a (2/i + 1)-dimensional manifold B, we have to construct a Cartan connection on £ in a canonical way. Let us denote by 9' = {■&', 0'} the restriction to the £°-subbundle of P2(B) of the canonical 1-form 9. Explicitly one gets
By comparing over any open set of B the right actions of the structure group £°, on one hand on the 1-form Cartan connection by using (16a)-(16d), on the other hand on the canonical 1-form 9' by using (44a), (44b), one verifies that m>£, wa, w^, w transform like 9°, 9, -{-9%, \(9 + J '9J), respectively. Consequently one takes s = {9°, 9, -J0O°, \i § + J 'ft/)} as the set of differential 1-forms which can be supplemented to give rise to the unique symplectic 1-form connection as described in §2.5, so we can state the following definition. There is a "normal" symplectic Cartan connection on P such that the coefficients K introduced in the decomposition (19) satisfy the following conditions: 
In this section it has been shown that being given a (2n + l)-dimensional manifold B it is possible to look for an L°-structure of degree 2 on £ (Proposition 4); then the "normal" symplectic connection can be defined on P (Proposition 5). Therefore according to Definitions 3-4, any L°-structure of degree 2 over a (2/1 + l)-dimensional manifold B can be considered as an Le/L° Cartan structure or a contact structure on B.
Le/L° itself possesses a natural contact structure in the sense of Definition 4. It is given by the subbundle P0 of P2(Le/ L°) consisting of invertible elements of the form flif) E J2(R2n+x, Le/L°) where /: R2"+1 -» LJ£° is the restriction of a contact transformation on Le/L° obtained by fixing an embedding of R2" + 1 in Le/L° in a neighbourhood of the origin 0. It is easy to check from the action of Le given by (11) that a0 (defined in §1.3) is kept invariant under the transformations / G £° parametrized by (v, t>0, /, 1, 0, 0), and a0 -» D2a° under the transformations / G W* © R parametrized by (Ö, 0, 12", r, u, u0). Then one has a bundle isomorphism betweeen Le as a principal L°-bundle over Le/ L° and P0 over Le/L°c ompatible with the isomorphic embedding of £° into G2(2n + 1). The "normal" symplectic connection associated with P0 corresponds to the Maurer-Cartan form of Sp(2n + 2, R), so it has no curvature (and no torsion). From the property of Aut(P, co) mentioned in §2.1 and the unicity of the "normal" Cartan connection one gets Proposition 6. // P is a contact structure on a (2n + I)-dimensional manifold B then the group of contact transformations is a Lie transformation group of dimension < dim(£) = (n + l)(2n + 3).
Note that the group of contact transformations (in the sense of Definition 6) of Le/L° is precisely the symplectic group Sp(2/i + 2, R).
But let us recall that, from Proposition 2, the existence of L°-structures of second degree with a Cartan connection possessing an automorphism group of maximal dimension and a nonzero component fig, of the torsion is not excluded.
Finally the notion of contact isomorphism is used to give the following definition. Definition 7. A contact structure £ over a (2/i + l)-dimensional manifold B is called flat if for each point of B there is a neighbourhood U and a local contact isomorphism of U onto an open subset of Le/L°.
Obviously the "normal" symplectic connection of a flat Cartan structure has a vanishing curvature.
3.4 Contact structure on a contact manifold. Now let us consider a (2/i + 1)-dimensional contact manifold (C, a). Let R2"+1 be the standard fibre of the tangent bundle T(C) associated to PX(C). It is well known that any element p belonging to PX(C) over x G C can be considered as a mapping of R2n+1 onto TX(C): £->p£ = ix. The exterior derivative of a is a closed two-form of maximal rank 2«, hence at each point x E C, da defines a nondegenerate skew-symmetric bilinear form on the set (£x G Tx(C)\a(£x) = 0}. Then it is possible to associate with da a bilinear form ( , ) on R2"+ ' defined by (tA') = ip-xix,p-%) = daitx,i'x).
If J denotes the linear transformation of R2"+1 given by the matrix i0 g), then the above defined bilinear form can be written as
where £ is written as a column (2/i + 1) X 1 matrix and '£ as a row 1 X (2n + 1) matrix. Obviously ( , ) is invariant by the subgroup of GL(2/i + 1, R) given by {ME GL(2/j + 1, R)| 'MJM = J}. It is easy to verify that this subgroup is nothing else than the inhomogeneous conformai symplectic group ICSp(2/i, R). The invariance of ( , ) by ICSp(2«, R) implies that (50) is independent of the choice of p modulo a right action of an element of ICSp(2/i, R) as a subgroup of GL(2« + 1, R) into the fibre bundle of linear frames over C, i.e. it leads to a reduction of PxiC) to an L'-structure. So one gets the following proposition. Proposition 7.
(1) To a given contact manifold (C, a) can be associated in a canonical way an Lx-structure Q on C (o/course, the converse is not in general true).
(2) The k-extension of Q (c/. §3.2) associates an IP-structure of degree 2 and hence a contact structure to any contact manifold (C, a).
Let us consider the bundle P\C)/Lx with fibre G2(2n + I)/ Lx associated to the principal Lx bundle Q. Let (aT, a;, a^) he the local coordinate system in £2(C) induced from a local coordinate system in C as in 3.1. We introduce a local coordinate system (¿>T, 6p, b^) in P\C)/Lx in such a way that the projection P\C) -> P\C)/LX is given by the equations b' = a\ b;, ^-2«4(«",í(«",):>
where (a ')p denotes the element ... p of the inverse of the matrix a = (aj1). Then a cross-section T: C -> P\C)/Lx is given locally by br = xT and a set of functions br = -rpo(x) with F^, = r^p, b; unspecified. Under the action of the group G2(2/i + 1) on the fibre G2(2n + l)/Lx corresponding to a change of coordinate system of C, one verifies that the functions T^ behave as Christoffel's symbols must. This proves Proposition 8. The cross-sections T: C -> P (C)/£* are in one-to-one correspondence with the ICSp(2/i, R)-connections without torsion. By ICSp(2/i, R)-connection we mean the restriction onto Q of an affine connection on C with value in the Lie algebra of ICSp(2/i, R).
On the other hand from the reduction theorem we know that the cross-sections f : C -» £2(C)/£° are in one-to-one correspondence with the reductions of G2(2/î + 1) to the structure group L°, i.e. with the L°-structures £ of degree 2 and, consequently, with the contact structures. Then from Proposition 8 one gets Proposition 9. Every ICSp(2/i, R)-connection without torsion corresponding to a cross-section T: C -> P\C)/Lx composed with the natural mapping P\C)/LX -» P\C)/L° ( §3.2) gives rise to a contact structure which is said to be associated with the ICSp(2«, R)-connectwn. Definition 8. Two ICSp(2/t, Reconnections T and T' on Q without torsion are called L°-equivalent if they give rise to the same Cartan structure. This is an equivalence relation and each equivalence class of ICSp(2/i, Reconnections on Q without torsion uniquely defines an associated contact structure. Let T and V he two cross-sections, C -> P\C)/Lx given in the above-considered coordinate system by (¿T, ¿>p, b^) and (6T, bTp, b'¿,), i.e. two torsion free £'-connections, and let cö and cö' be the corresponding connection forms on Q. It is easy to check that b'' given by (52) is invariant under the action induced by an element (ip, 0) of £' c G2(2n + 1). But under the action of (ip, s^) belonging to L° one gets ¿£ -* ¿V, = bL, -±(ó>p + SpT<p0) if we put <p = us~la-\ where u is the row (m0, u) and 5 is the matrix (jp) given by (45). So T and T' give rise to the same section f: C^£2(C)/£°, when composed with the natural mapping P\C)/LX -* P\C)/L°, if and only if there is an R2n+1-valued function r/ on C such that r,T -rT = 8Tv + 5tti
A per í pa "p'h ^ ua 'lp' but in terms of the local coordinate system this relation is equivalent to w; -w; = #'T!P + «;$*'
where &' is the canonical R2n+'-valued form on Q. Q.E.D.
